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2 eelokuipers�yahoo.omIn this paper we present an algorithm based on simulated annealing used for solving a veryomplex sheduling problem, whih is the ROADEF 2009 Challenge problem that is aboutminimizing ost as a onsequene of the disruption in the shedule of a ommerial airline.The algorithm presented here was submitted to the ROADEF 2009 Challenge as one of the�nalists.Initial solutionThe starting point of the algorithm, the initial solution, is the original shedule as providedin a set instane �les provided by the Challenge organization, inluding the disruption. Theinlusion of the disruption usually results in the initial solution being infeasible, and this doesour in all 20 sets of instanes �les (Challenge sets A en B).InfeasibilitiesGiven the initial solution, the hoie is to aept infeasibilities during the iteration proessof simulated annealing. We preferred anyway, sine restriting the loal searh algorithm tofeasible solutions would in our opinion be too restritive to ahieve good results. Feasibilitieswe allow in our algorithm are :� Airport departure or arrival rate violations� Airraft time transit or turn-around violations� Airraft feasible shedule violations (non-mathing arrival and departure airport)� Airraft maintenane or unavailability shedule violations� Passenger maximum apaity on airraft violations� Passenger onnetion time violations� Passenger feasible shedule violationsEnsuring feasibilityIn order to handle infeasibilities, we introdued a seond objetive value, or a value thatquanti�es the level of infeasibility of the omplete solution. During our tests on test-set B wefound that �nding a feasible solution is in itself not an easy task, let alone then optimizingit. Seondly, we disovered that passenger infeasibilities are not nearly as hard to �x as anyof the �rst 4 (airport and airraft) infeasibilities. Therefore we deided that one we haveahieved airport and airraft feasibility, we will not allow the urrent solution to beome



2 Peekstok, Kuipersinfeasible again for airports or airraft. After ahieving airport and airraft infeasibility wewill still allow the algorithm to have passenger infeasibility. In fat, we allow the algorithmto swith bak and forth between attempting to lower the value of the objetive funtion anddriving the passenger infeasibility level to zero. This way, if no improvement of the objetivevalue an be found without introduing infeasibility, the algorithm an still improve. After awhile the ost of infeasibility is slowly inreased so that the algorithm is fored to make thesolution feasible again.NeighborsIn building our algorithm we have tested with the following simulated annealing neighbors :� Caneling an existing �ight� Adding a new �ight� Moving an existing �ight forward or bakward in time*� Change the operating airraft of an existing �ight*� Change the operating airraft of a pair of existing (onseutive) �ights� Change the operating airraft of an existing �ight and move it in time� Exhange the operating airraft of two existing �ights*� Exhange the time of departure of two existing �ights� Change a �ight of a passenger's itinerary*� Remove a �ight from a passenger's itinerary*� Add a �ight to a passenger's itinerary*� Exhange the itineraries of two passengers* Neighbors ative in the algorithm submitted for the ROADEF 2009 ChallengeIt would be a mistake to onlude that none of the neighbors not used in our submittedalgorithm has any value. We did see some instanes respond favorably to several of theseneighbors but determining if they are valid for all instanes requires further investigation.Tuning the �nal algorithmThe set of neighbors in the �nal algorithm does not ontain any means by whih �ightsare removed from the shedule or added to it, but we realized early on that a mehanism isneeded that attempts to disover trade-o�s between �ights and deide whih �ights are tobe anelled or added. It proved impossible in the time we had to make this a true part ofthe annealing proess so this is done in a onstrutive way. A rough outline of the submittedalgorithm is :� Phase 1 : Algorithm start with only airraft neighbors. Passengers remain on their �ightsin this phase. If airport and airraft feasibility is ahieved move to phase 3. If not, keeptrying until a on�gurable time is spent then move to phase 2.� Phase 2 : Periodially delete the heapest �ight that auses infeasibility at an airportor airraft and attempt to reah feasibility. Insert �ights to reah maintenane airportsif neessary.� Phase 3 : Airport and airraft are feasible. Algorithm ontinues with all 6 neighbors,now allowing passengers to move between the �ights. When ompletely feasible (i.e.passenger feasibility is ahieved as well) move to phase 4a.



Simulated Annealing-based algorithm 3� Phase 4a : Periodially attempt to add return trip for an airraft to relieve highestumulative anel, delay and downgrade ost for passengers (umulative per hour, perorigin-destination pair). Airport and airraft are required to stay feasible. If passengerinfeasibility ours, move to phase 4b.� Phase 4b : Slowly inrease ost of infeasibility to drive algorithm bak to feasibility. Iffeasibility is ahieved, return to phase 4a.


